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General Meeting; 8 Aug, EOC, 19.30hrs 
 

Social Group; 15 Aug 12.00hrs - The Vines 
 

Committee Meeting; 22 Aug 19.30hrs - EOC 

1. John Errington PCB construction/production (Pt2)..... 8 Aug 
2. Lighthouse Weekend .................................................. 17/18 Aug 
3. Constructors’ Award.................................................... 12 Sept 
4. Chris Grant Presentation ............................................ 10 Oct 

VHF - USB Net Wednesdays 1930 
144.150MHz 

VHF Mondays 1930 hrs 
146.950MHz, 145.600MHz, 

147.225MHz 
Net Controller; Rob Carter, ZL2IW 

MONTHLY BULLETIN 
 MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB INC. P.O. BOX 432 BLENHEIM NZ 
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This event is only two months away already! 
So if you haven’t already built something worth demonstrating, you still have 
time to do it. 
Last year’s night was well supported with a number of entries so hopefully we 
can continue the trend.  
The emphasis is on appreciating the talents of those who enjoy making things, 
as well as picking up ideas from those who go to the trouble.   

The project does not necessarily have to be a work of art or of 
a professional standard 
(most of us are amateurs after all), or even original, although 
we are privileged to have some very capable members and we 
can marvel at their expertise. 

So don’t feel self-conscious, just give it ago! 

INTERNATIONAL LIGHTHOUSE LIGHTSHIP WEEKEND  
- 17/18 AUGUST 

 

This event aims to raise the profile of Lighthouses and Lightships,  
highlighting the role they have played in keeping us safe over the centuries.  

It is great way to show the communications value of amateur radio.  
 

We have an enjoyable weekend, with usually a few dozen contacts in the log.  
Our team will activate Cape Campbell light house, with the special call ZL6CC.  

 

We stay in, and operate from, some of the old lighthouse buildings, on the beach below the actual light.  
There is a nightly charge for staying on site. For further info please talk with Bill ZL2AYZ or Ian ZL2BGL.  
The number of people staying over has an effect on what sort of antenna we can put up, and how much radio 
gear we take. Usually on HF we run a multi-band wire antenna, with a vertical for backup and comparison.  
A VHF station is usually set up, with a small co-linear on VHF/UHF. Join the fun! Contact Bill or Ian. 



MARLBOROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB GENERAL MEETING EOC 
11 July 2019 at 19:35 Hours 

 

Present: Bill Cousins (Chair), Don Laing (Secretary), Ken Hynds (Treasurer), Grant Simpson, Ken Menzies, 
Gerard Van Antwerpen, Don Jamieson, David Rothwell, Ron Harris, Paul Rennie, Garath Haylock, Neville Marr, 
Antony Winter, Graeme McKay, Ian Conway, Wayne Parker, Nelson Bateman, John Errington, Lara McIntyre 
 

Apologies: Gavin Piercy, Helen Harris 
 

Correspondence: Inward - Break-In Outward - Inquiry to local scout group re participation in JOTA 
 

Finance: Treasurer gave his report on club finances 
 

REPORTS: 
Repeater: 

The Ned - Operating OK. Noted that interference break-in happening 
Ward - Playing telephone tag with alternative property owner but hope to make contact soon. GS 
Kaikoura - Grant still trying to get access key. GS 
Brayshaw - Operating OK 
Picton – Operating OK GS 
6m Beacon – Parts for new beacon have arrived and assemble started. Still to get connectors & case GS 
Digipeater Jamies Knob – no response to date GS 

 

SAR / AREC: PR 
Proceeding with LANDSar membership applications for AREC members 
‘Smart” squelch unit repaired and a second one fabricated 

 

GENERAL BUSINESS:  
MDC Environmental Plan: Still expect MDC decision to be issued about September 2019.  DL 
Request for all MARC assets to be returned for audit as still trying to track down. Inquiry for tamperproof 

label tape resulted in good item price if 1000 cassettes ordered, total price >$US 3,500 so declined DL/KH 
Club Questionnaire - A questionnaire will be issued with next “Interface” to try and determine what MARC 

members’ interests are and to try to form a guide for future club activities. Can be returned by email but 
paper copies are also available at this meeting. BC 

Ham Cram - Committee investigating feasibility for one to be held locally. Christchurch charge $30 which 
includes paperwork and 1 year local club subscription. Volunteers will be required for 2 days. Discussion on 
target audience and publicity. 

  

Future Events 
21 July, 11:30am - Mid-Winter lunch - RSVP Helen 
17~18 August - Lighthouse Weekend – contact Bill or Ian if interested in participating. 
12 September - Constructor Awards 
7 & 8 December - VHF Field Day - If anyone interested will need someone to volunteer as Coordinator 
 

Meeting closed 20:00 
 

Meeting Presentation: 
Presentation - John Errington repeated a very professional PCB design presentation that was well received. 
Next Presentation - John Errington on PCB construction/production              (Photos below thanks to Grant) 
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MARLBOUROUGH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB COMMITTEE MEETING 
25 July 2019 at 19:30 Hours 

 

Present: Bill Cousins (Chair), Ken Menzies, Grant Simpson, Don Laing, Paul Rennie, John Errington,  
 
Apologies:  Ken Hynds 
 
Correspondence: 

Inward: email to Scout JOTA coordinator re 2019 Jota 
Outward: email reply Scout JOTA coordinator re 2019 Jota 

 
Finance: Not available 
  
Repeater Report: 
Picton (Mt Freeth) - OK 
Ned - OK 
Kaikoura - Details for contact person obtained to follow up access GS 
 - To follow up Stuart to get repeater parts BC 
Ward - Went to Hollow Top site and set up STSP repeater to test coverage but STSP developed fault. 
 Replaced STSP receiver, now operating OK on test bench. To return to site to repeat test. GS 
Brayshaw Park - OK    
6m Beacon - Replacement QRP kit assembled, testing OK. Await SMA connectors to complete. GS 
Golden Bay Link - OK 
Jamies Knob digipeater – still waiting response from new Owner. GS 
 
SAR Report:  PR 

AREC now part of LandSAR and local members have LandSAR ID’s issued 
Reprogramming of Tait radios being progressed now that Amateur frequency use resolved. 
SAR AGM 20 August  

   
GENERAL BUSINESS: 

Club Assets Audit - Don been with Stuart and MARC equipment with him has been marked up 
with permanent marker pen and updated asset list forwarded to Ken H. Only 3 asset list line items 
with Stuart but each line item had 10’s of individual items. To arrange truck shed equipment check 
after 3rd August when Ken returns. DL 

Comms Truck Battery – Ongoing. PR 
Succession Planning - repeater location & access records yet to start KH/GS/DL 
HAM Cram – Bill has sent email to Rory Deans (Christchurch Branch) re use of their manual and 

possible assistance. BC 
JOTA – No response from local Scout Leader. Scout National JOTA coordinator, Marie Smolnicki, 

has responded and will forward contact details of local Scout groups. BC has also had casual 
conversation with local Scout leader. DL 

 
Upcoming Events: 
8 Aug GM (Presentation - John on PCB construction/production) 
17~18 Aug Lighthouse Weekend – contact Bill or Ian if interested in participating. NB not Rob 
12 Sept GM Constructors Award Night 
10 Oct GM Chris Grant presentation on Women’s emancipation 
14 Nov GM Bill Cousins on FT8 mode 
7~8 Dec VHF Field Day if any interest 
 
Meeting Closed: 20:10 

DMR MODULATION  
 

A demonstration of a digital DMR R/T transmitting from a noisy environment. You will note that nearly zero 
environment noise is transmitted, leaving the digital voice alone to be transmitted. With an analogue R/T the 
environment noise would all but obliterate the voice content. 
(Wind on the microphone is not transmitted via digital DMR R/T's - as we know can happen with analogue R/T's). 
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6544342067005444096?mkt_tok= (Sound up). 
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VHF/UHF FIELD DAY  (7/8 December) 

It is some years since Branch 22 fielded a team for this event and seeing the club is largely VHF/UHF orientated, 
a suggestion was made recently that maybe the Branch may be interested in taking part this year.  It is an ideal 
opportunity to try out various antennas and other VHF/UHF gear.  Operation is similar to the HF Field Day in 
February, being Saturday evening and Sunday. Rules are contained on the NZART website. 
Obviously a different site to Dillons Point Rd would be necessary and would have to be determined.  At this stage, 
we would just like to gauge interest to see if it would be worth pursuing the idea further. A volunteer coordinator 
would be very useful!! (I have not found this role for the HF field day onerous due to the contributions of many.) It 
is perhaps not the most convenient time of the year, but if you are interested, please advise a committee member, 
or Don Laing (donlinda@actrix.co.nz) or Bill Cousins (b.cousins@xtra.co.nz) 

MID WINTER LUNCH 
 

There were quite a few apologies sent for the mid winter lunch this year, a 
couple of event clashes plus the usual winter bugs, so thank you to those 
RSVP’d with confirmation or otherwise. We had 19 turn up - eventually. 
David and Marcel went to the wrong winery but realised something was 
wrong when there were no other cars there and staff informed them the 
kitchen was closed for renovations. He had just started ringing the Hams in 
his phone contacts list, trying to find someone who could tell him the 
correct winery, when Ron called him to ask where he was then passed the 
phone to Helen so she could issue instructions on how to find us. They 
were not too late. 

Wairau River Winery was fully booked, in fact we saw them turn 
people away as it was too wet and cold to seat anyone outside. 
Despite this, service was quick and efficient. While we waited for the 
first course, couples were handed a multi-choice quiz sheet for the 
first round. It was based on colours and numbers. There were 3 
rounds and we were going to do one round between each course 
but people kept looking at the other sheets so we decided to let 
them fill it out whenever they liked during lunch. The second round 
had them guessing places in NZ, based on photos, then the last 

one, also photo based, had them guessing the objects (some macro, some 
old, some just weird). Most answered in husband/wife teams although Ken 
M and Don J were solo on the day so they teamed up, as did Helen and 
Heather and Ron and Wayne. First place went to Helen and Heather, 
second to Ian and Christine while John and Pam were a close third. We 
now know pretty much everyone mistook the Gore salmon statue for the 
Rakaia trout and that nobody knew what a merkin was (look it up). Answers 
to that one included birds nest, beard and, specifically much to my 
amusement since I knew the correct answer, Grant’s beard. 

While much discussion was going 
on, not all quiz related, lunch was 
served. I think everyone was very happy with their meal choices and, 
despite the noise of a full restaurant, it was not too difficult to hear the 
conversation going on around each of our two tables. 
As far as I could tell, a good time was had by all and we all look forward 
to next year’s mid winter lunch. Perhaps next year we might try Dodson 
St as it has been recommended by a couple of club members. It has an 
extensive menu so there should be something for everyone. 
 

Happy first place getters, Helen and Heather, with their prizes. 

Congratulations to Ken and Dianne for their “Highly commended” achievement in the recent grandparents stakes! 



REPEATER UPDATE 
 

Finally there has been some success looking for 
a replacement site for the Ward VHF repeater 
and access to the Kaikoura VHF repeater. 
After contacting the new lease holder on the farm 
at Hollow Top, the site we would like to use just 
south of Ward, we gained permission to install 
the STSP for some testing. 
Paul, ZL2RE, Bill, ZL2AYZ and Grant, ZL2BK 
went to the site and set the STSP up by the side 
of the access track. It all looked good so we left 
the site and checked the coverage as we went 
back to State Highway 1. Bill and I had arranged 
to meet with the Encounter Kaikoura people to 
get access to the Kaikoura site while Paul went 
up the Ure valley checking signals. 
It all looked good until the STSP failed just as we got to The Store at Kekerengu. We cancelled our meeting in 
Kaikoura and headed back to the STSP. As we got very close, we could trigger it again. Sensitivity appeared to 
be very poor but transmit seemed normal so assumed the receiver had failed. We headed home again hoping to 
return a few days later. 

I tested the STSP that night and, as expected, it worked normally. 
Fortunately, the receiver did play up for a few minutes so it was 
obviously the cause of the fault. It appeared to be an intermittent fault 
in the gate on the receiver. Another receiver was installed and set up 
on frequency with slightly better sensitivity than the original. After 
testing for a day or two, and watching the weather forecast, a quick 
decision was made last Monday (29th July) to try again.  
Back to the Hollow Top site and the STSP was quickly set up and 
running. Back down the hill testing all the way with very good results. 
Bill and I travelled down to Kaikoura while Paul headed back north. 
Results were not greatly different to the old site, allowing for the 
STSP only set for 5 Watts out. Some areas had improved and others 
slightly worse but coverage from the top of the Weld Pass through to 
Clarence was very good with a few noisy spots. 
We had a meeting with the Kaikoura key holder, which went very 
well, and went up to the site on the Kaikoura Peninsula. STSP 
signals were slightly worse than the old Ward site had been but 
allowing for the low power out of the STSP meant it was good 
enough for our linking to Kaikoura. 
We measured the cabinet to check for room to install the Kaikoura 
repeater with its filters and that should be OK. 
Overall, the tests were very 
promising so we now have to 
get permission from the Ward 
landowner to proceed there 

and sort out the Kaikoura technical details with the Kaikoura technical 
person. He knows what we want and there won’t be any problems there. 
The 6 metre beacon is being replaced by a new one using modules from 
qrp labs. Have a look on their website at the Ultimate 3/3S QRSS/WSPR 
kits (http://qrp-labs.com/ultimate3.html). The beacon will be GPS 
stabilised for good frequency accuracy. It is capable of many different 
modes for low power QRSS/WSPR operation as well as FSK, CW and so 
on. It will be very easy to change the beacon frequency at any time and 
change its mode of operation, frequency shift, timing etc.  

More than we need but it was a 
much easier and cheaper option 
than any other way of getting the 
old one up and running again 
reliably. 

Kaikoura repeater 

STSP Hollow Top test site 

Beacon site on Wither Hills 

Beacon in box 
on Wither Hills 
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